HANNAH & EGON FALK

KARIBU TANZANIA

WELCOME TO VISIT US AT NLO
BOARDING SCHOOLS, VISITORS, VOLUNTEERS, SHORT OR LONG TERM MINISTRY
- You are more than welcome to join us and be a part of our organisation!

TEAM ADVICE

New Life Outreach is a mission organization
that has been started by
Egon and Hannah Falk in 1974.
Our focus is to preach the gospel and to
make a better tomorrow for the people in
Tanzania.
We do this through:
Evangelistic Crusades,
Bible College and Leadership development,
Church planting and our own church - NLCC,
School for the poor and the orphans - NLA,
Orphanage for girls - Hayley´s House,
Water Projects and a lot more.

HOPE FOR
THE FUTURE
Eliminating poverty
through education

MONEY TO USE - US DOLLARS
USD is best - not older than from 2006.
You can exchange to TSH shillings which is the money here.
The largest banknotes has the best rates. Some places you can pay with USD,
but most places you need to have shillings. Credit cards can not be used in most
places, but there are ATM machines many places in major cities.
PRICE FOR STAY
For attending Campaigns: Food and accommodation 50 USD per day per person.
For staying at our guesthouse: Accommodation 10 USD per day per person.
WHERE TO STAY
Depends of numbers of visitors - we can offer to stay at our NLO compound,
where we have some guestrooms. There is also a shared kitchen and bathroom.
VISA AND AIRPORT
VISA can be obtained at Kilimanjaro International Airport
or at Tanzanian Embassy in USA.
100 USD per person for US citizens.
We prefer You arrive and leave from Kilimanjaro International Airport.
TRANSPORT AROUND IN ARUSHA
We will be glad to help renting a vehicle with driver for your transportation if this
is needed. The cost for this is NOT included in the 50 USD per day per person – it
will be separate. We advice you not to ride on the local motorbikes or town busses.
This is dangerous and can result in accidents or theft. Don’t go with any strangers.
MEDICAL CARE ADVICE
Malaria prophylaxis, Mosquito repellent, Sunscreen, Hand sanitizer, Anti diarrhea
medicine. - Ask your doctor if anything else.
BRING A FLASH LIGHT

DRESS CODE
GIRLS
Shoulders should be covered. Dresses or
skirts must cover knees when sitting down.
This is a must when visiting churches and
sitting on the crusade platform. If the dress
is short wear pants or leggings underneath.
Remember many skirts become a little
transparent in the sunlight, wear a sleeve
underneath. Pants and shorts with legs that
cover almost to the knee is okay while travelling or out on an excursion – and sleeveless tops.
BOYS
Shirts or T-shirts short sleeves. Jean’s or
pants – long legs. This is a must when visiting churches. Shorts with legs that cover
almost to the knee are okay while travelling or out on an excursion – and sleeveless
tops.
AFRICANS FIND THIS IMPROPRIATE
Boys, do not show your naked chest. Keep
the shirt or T-shirt on. Girls, do not show
your stomach or part of it. Of course this
does not count at a swimming pool or
beach. Also – if you have a lot of piercing
take it of. Earrings for girl’s okay.
The Tanzanian people are very kind and a welcoming people. Though be careful walking in
Arusha or other places, never walk alone or in
dark. Never leave a bag or camera in a parked
vehicle or anything valuable close to a window
during night hours. See this as a simpel advice!

